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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Synthesizer Keyboards Korg.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON

        The user manual for the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Synthesizer Keyboards.
        


        The Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer is a compact and portable monophonic analog synthesizer with a ribbon keyboard and built-in speaker. The monotron DUO features dual oscillators for creating a wide range of analog sounds and intervals, and its filter is based on the world famous Mono/Poly synthesizer. There is a filter input for routing external audio devices through the monotron DUO's filter, as well as a headphone output for playing and programming sounds privately. The monotron DUO is battery operated, allowing musicians and enthusiasts the flexibility of a powerful mono synthesizer on the go.        
      
	        
        If you own a Korg synthesizer keyboards and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON:
 	 Oscillation System 	 2 VCOs (Square Wave) with X-Mod; 1 VCF 
	 Switches 	 Standby / VCO1 / VCO1+2 
Scale Select Button: (Chromatic -> Major -> Minor -> Off) 
	 Knobs 	 VCO1 Pitch, X-MOD Int., VCO2 Pitch, VCF Cutoff, VCF Peak 
	 Controller 	 Wide range ribbon controller 
	 Volume 	 Headphone Volume 
	 AUX Input 	 1/8" Stereo Jack 
	 Headphone Output 	 1/8" Stereo Jack 
	 Speaker 	 Miniature Internal; 
Disabled when headphones are in use 
	 Power 	 AAA batteries (x2), recommended alkaline batteries 
Battery Life: Approximately 8 hours (with alkaline batteries) 
	 Dimensions (WxDxH) 	 4.72 x 2.83 x 1.10" (120 x 72 x 28mm) 
	 Weight 	 3.35 oz (95g) (without batteries) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.45 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 8.6 x 6.1 x 1.9" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new synthesizer keyboards, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Korg users keep a unique electronic library
        for Korg synthesizer keyboardss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the synthesizer keyboards.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Korg service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON. User manuals are also
        available on the Korg website under Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Synthesizer Keyboards.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Korg monotron DUO Dual Oscillator Ribbon Synthesizer MONOTRON - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 
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